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What will road bikes look like in 20 
years? It’s something we often ask 
ourselves when hearing about the lat-

est innovation in the cycling industry. Will 
that innovation stick, or will it fade away like 
purple anodized cantilever brakes?

When imagining bikes of the future, the 
Velo tech team certainly has a wish list. A 
lively frame built from sustainable materials 
that handles well, transfers power effectively 
and keeps us comfortable would top the list. 
Fantastic brakes (why not anti-lock hydraulic 
disc brakes?), reliable shifting (something 
still not perfected) and tires that sing without 
the hiss of punctures would follow. If the bike 
had big tire clearance, its versatility would be 
incredible. A couple sets of wheels, one for 
road and another for cyclocross, would be 
easy to swap. Room for fenders would keep 
those in wetter climates happy. 

For now, we’ll have to be patient. But there 
are plenty of manufacturers pushing the en-
velope. California-based Volagi is one such 
company. Its Liscio carbon has some of the 
amenities mentioned above, most notably 
disc brakes, a comfortable frame and room 
for large road tires and fenders. 

Whether you like it or not, off-the-shelf 
road bikes equipped with disc brakes will 
happen, and we think it’s a good thing. Car-
bon rims can be lighter than ever if heat from 
braking isn’t a factor.  Wild rim shapes can 
be explored without the need for two rela-
tively parallel surfaces for braking. Whether 
carbon or aluminum rims are used, disc 
brakes offer superior performance in wet 
conditions. 

And while disc brake technology hasn’t 
quite caught up to Volagi’s innovative ambi-
tion, it will soon. Hydraulic-ready shift levers 
are coming in 2012 and cyclocross is proving 
to be an excellent testing ground for drop-bar 
disc brake tech.

A TRUE FOUR-SEASON BIKE
Volagi’s LongBow Flex seatstays are attached 
to the top tube instead of the seat tube, 
meaning they are both longer and more 
compliant. The Liscio also has an aero down 
tube, seat tube, seatpost, seatstays and an 
aero fork with a tapered steerer. The bottom 
bracket is oversized too (BB30), but the bike’s 
versatility is what won us over. 

If you’re not a fan of disc brakes, Robert 
Choi, co-founder of Volagi, has you covered. 
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